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Report on the WRES indicators
1. Background narrative
a. Any issues of completeness of data
The Trust continues to make good progress towards the effective implementation of its Equality Objectives which were established in April
2012.
During 2016 the Trust introduced an organisational wide system for the collection and analysis of staff access to non-mandatory training and
CPD.
Data for metric 4 is therefore currently limited as staff are becoming used to recording their own non-mandatory learning and training.
Briefings have been disseminated to staff about the benefits of recording continuous professional development.
This however remains a voluntary process for staff so it is unclear what the response rate will be. The data has been recorded by staff since 1
January
2016. This
report
for the
period
1 January
b.
Any matters
relating
to provides
reliabilityan
ofoverview
comparisons
with
previous
years 2016 to 31 April 2016.
There
no matters
to report.
Duringare
2015/6
the ROH
undertook its first assessment against the EDS2 and this has significantly influenced its decision making processes in
conjunction with WRES requirement and its general inclusion agenda.

ROH participated in the national NHS Staff Survey; to enable greater analysis against WRES indicators 5 to 8.

2. Total numbers of staff
a. Employed within this organisation at the date of the report

1302 including full time, part-time, and executive members.
b. Proportion of BME staff employed within this organisation at the date of the report

The vast majority of the staff are White (76.1%, and 304 (23.34%) are BME, the largest group being Asian, 13.2% and not declared is 2.5%).

Report on the WRES indicators, continued
3. Self reporting
a. The proportion of total staff who have self–reported their ethnicity
98% have reported their ethnicity

b. Have any steps been taken in the last reporting period to improve the level of self-reporting by ethnicity
Staff have their age, gender, marital status, sexual orientation, religion or belief, race and nationality recorded at the point of recruitment
(through the monitoring form on the NHS Jobs website) and this information is updated on a regular basis from an annual data update and
cleansing exercise. ESR self-service was introduced in 2014 which affords staff the ability to update/manage these records.
ROH continues to encourage staff to report protected characteristic data during training sessions.

c. Are any steps planned during the current reporting period to improve the level of self reporting by ethnicity
No

4. Workforce data
a. What period does the organisation’s workforce data refer to?
April 2015-March 2016

Report on the WRES indicators, continued
5. Workforce Race Equality Indicators
Please note that only high level summary points should be provided in the text boxes below – the detail should be contained in accompanying WRES Action Plans.
Indicator

Data for
reporting year

Data for
previous year

Narrative – the implications of the data and
any additional background explanatory
narrative

Action taken and planned including e.g. does
the indicator link to EDS2 evidence and/or a
corporate Equality Objective

Adhoc - 6 = 0.6%
Bands
1 - 73 = 7.6%
2 - 194 = 20.3%
3 - 78 = 8.2%
4 - 86 = 9.0%
5 - 158 = 16.5%
6 - 148 =15.5%
7 - 51 = 5.3%
8A -32 =15.40
= 3.4%
779/120
8B - 7 == 29.82
0.7%
503/150
8C - 5 = 0.5%
8D staff
- 3 =are
0.3%
BME
9 times
- 1 = more
0.1%
1.93
CEO
-1be
= 0.1%
likely to
Med
107 =than
11.2%
appointed
Trust
White applicants
Non-Executive
Member/Director
.98%(less
-than1.00%)
5 =0.5%
for
BME staff

37.15%

During the reporting period there are still fewer
BME staff represented in the pay bands VSM Band 8 and a higher representation of BME staff
in pay bands 1 - 6, however, within the context of
the entire analysis of BME representation across
the pay bands there appears to be no blockage at
any particular pay band for career progression.

Scrutinise each pay band below Band 8 and
within Band 8-9 to identify if there are any
disproportionate barriers to BME staff progression
within each pay band and consider how to
address these,

White 0.752
BME 0.717
1.04 times
greater for white
staff than BME
staff

White 2.02
BME 2.52
.801 greater (less
than 1%) for BME
staff than White
staff

For each of these four workforce
indicators, compare the data for
White and BME staff
1

Percentage of staff in each of the
AfC Bands 1-9 and VSM (including
executive Board members) compared
with the percentage of staff in the
overall workforce. Organisations should
undertake this calculation separately
for non-clinical and for clinical staff.

2

Relative likelihood of staff being
appointed from shortlisting across all
posts.

3

Relative likelihood of staff entering
the formal disciplinary process, as
measured by entry into a formal
disciplinary investigation. This indicator
will be based on data from a two year
rolling average of the current year and
the previous year.

4

Relative likelihood of staff accessing
non-mandatory training and CPD.

1.60 times
greater for white
staff

.817% (less than
1.00%) for BME
staff

ROH is working to ensure that its HR processes
and
policies
are fair and
transparent
design
During
the reporting
period
there hasby
been
a
and
application.
has in
reviewed
the equality
turnaround
from ROH
last year
the likelihood
of white
elements
its recruitment
training
applicantsofbeing
appointed and
fromselection
shortlisting
package
a focus
on avoiding bias.
comparedwith
to BME
applicants.
Plans
toperiod
use current
data in order
Duringare
theongoing
reporting
ROH received
5114to
give
a greater
into whether
the make-up
applications
forinsight
advertised
roles (1516
Male = of
the
hospital’s
workforce
is as inclusive
as it can=
29.6%,
3573 Female
=69.9%,
25 Undisclosed
be
across all grades, including senior
0.5%)
management.
2731 applications
recorded
as =White
Number
of staff in were
workforce:
White
990; (53%)
BME =
while
304 2382 (47%) recorded as BME
Staff
are of
relatively
evenly
spread
between
bands
779
White
applicants
were
shortlisted
(28.52%)
Number
staff
entering
the
formal
disciplinary
up
6, with
a smaller
proportion
of staff
in the
503toBME
applicants
were
(21.12%)
process:
White
= 9; BME
=shortlisted
3
higher
bands
(10.5%
of
staff
are Band
7 or
120
White
applicants
were
appointed
(15.40%)
Likelihood
of White
staff
entering
the formal
above).
150
BME applicants
were appointed
disciplinary
process (9/990)
= 0.009 (29.82%)
Likelihood of BME staff entering the formal
The 37.15%
of BME (3/304)
staff
in Bands
8-9/VSM
or no
Analysis
of applicant
monitoring
data
indicates
disciplinary
process
= 0.0098
equivalent
are medical
grades
to the
concerns
about
theofrecruitment
process and
Relative
likelihood
BME
staffcompared
entering
the
23.34%
in
workforce.
This
is characteristic
slightly
above
success
ofoverall
candidates
protected
formal
disciplinary
process
compared
to White
All learning
delivered
inby
ROH
is recorded
through
the
norm
forundertaking
the
West
Midlands.
varies
year
on
year
(with
no evidence
ofthe
long
staff
isStaff
therefore
0.0098/0.009
=outside
1 times
greater.
ESR.
training
trust
term
trending
of any
particular
group)
should
be using
Employee
Selfethnic
Service
system.
There
are no
BME
Board
Members.
(therefore
white
staff
are as
equally
likely
enter
Staff have
received
information
on how
toto
keep
ROH
has introduced
values
the
as
BME staff)
theirprocess
records
updated
but thisbased
is notrecruitment
always
The
ROH
Board
arework
aware
of
this
mismatch
into
the
organisation
with is
very
good
results
beinga
achieved
and
more
required
to establish
recorded
ensuring
thatofrecruitment
and selection
Disciplinary
cases
formally
investigated
on a
more accurate
picture
staff
engagement
in two
processes
and
transparent,
year
rollingfair
period
are
as follows
non-mandatory
learning.
2014/15 = 8 cases
All disabled
applicants
2015/16
= 12
cases who meet the essential
criteria detailed in the person specification are

Calculate the ratio / relative likelihood of BME and
White staff being shortlisted from application.
Seek to understand the reasons for substantial
differences in this ratio.

Consider using and adapting the current ESR BI
Report "Employee Relations Dashboard"

Compare staff survey results with the previous 3
years to help identify trends and possible
"hotspots"

Report on the WRES indicators, continued
Indicator

Data for
reporting year

Data for
previous year

Narrative – the implications of the data and
any additional background explanatory
narrative

Action taken and planned including e.g. does
the indicator link to EDS2 evidence and/or a
corporate Equality Objective

White 23%


White 22%


BME 19%

BME 22%

This indicator shows a 1% increase in White staff
experiencing harassment and bullying and a 3%
decrease in BME staff experiencing the same.

This indicator links to the ROH EDS2 report which
is our first in which there are a number of
recommendations of actions to consider to
encourage behaviours that match our vision and
values.

National NHS Staff Survey
indicators (or equivalent)
For each of the four staff survey
indicators, compare the outcomes of
the responses for White and BME staff.
5

6

7

8

KF 25. Percentage of staff
experiencing harassment, bullying or
abuse from patients, relatives or the
public in last 12 months.

KF 26. Percentage of staff experiencing
White 23%
harassment, bullying or abuse from

staff in last 12 months.
BME 30%
KF 21. Percentage believing that trust
provides equal opportunities for career
progression or promotion.

Q17. In the last 12 months have you
personally experienced discrimination
at work from any of the following?
b) Manager/team leader or other
colleagues

White 20%

BME 27%

White 91%


White 90%


BME 62%

BME 70%

White 6%


White 4%


BME 18%

BME 10%

Board representation indicator
For this indicator, compare the
difference for White and BME staff.
9

Note 1.
Note 2.

Percentage difference between
the organisations’ Board voting
membership and its overall workforce.

100%

100%

This reflects the ongoing work to change
perceptions that is part of ROH's strategy
This indicator shows a 7% increase in both White
and BME staff recording experiences of
harassment, bullying or abuse.
It is felt that this to due to the work carried out in
raising the understanding among staff of what
discrimination is.
This indicator shows an 1% increase in the views
During
reporting
period
there
been aof
of Whitethe
staff
but a drop
of 8%
in has
the views
increase
in people attending Inclusion sessions
BME staff.
so it was inevitable that ROH could expect an
increase in this indicator as staff realised what
discrimination was and that they had experienced
itThis indicator shows an increase in the views of
both White and BME staff. It is felt that this to due
to the work carried out in raising the
understanding among staff of what discrimination
is.
During the reporting period there has been a
increase in people attending Inclusion sessions
so it was inevitable that ROH could expect an
increase in this indicator as staff realised what
0% of the Board
areand
from
a BME
background,
discrimination
was
that
they had
experienced
compared
to
a
BME
workforce
profile
of 24.34%
it
indicating a difference of 0%

Action
During
2015:
During Taken
the next
reporting
period consider the
Work
has
continued
on
developing
organisational
indicators used for Standard
and where
possible
values
have been
developedand
by staff
seek towhich
“drill down”
by department
during
TBALD
New Beginnings
sessions.
profession,
andand
consider
further disaggregation
by individual BME groups.
Corporate Trust Inductions are used to explore
how
theya values
can of
beactivity
realised
into actual
Despite
great deal
during
the
behaviours
and
actions.
reporting period to improve this indicator, each

year the proportions of BME staff saying they
Work
has
to support
staff to for
believe
thebeen
Trustundertaken
provides equal
opportunities
access
learning andordevelopment
opportunities
career progression
promotion are
much lower
with
opportunities
posted
regularly
than development
White staff (28%
lower in 2012,
31%
lower in
in
the
electronic
staff
newsletter
2013,
andopportunities
20% lower infor
2014
and
29%
in 2015.
Facilitate
BME
staff
to engage
with NHS staff networks to improve engagement
Action
Planned for 2016:
There
overall.is no difference if the level of development
Continue
to monitor
theormetric
through
being offered
to White
BME staff
but the
the E&D
Training
Group
perception
that there is.
Finalisationstill
andexists
implementation
of the FTSU
Complete a staff engagement survey reflecting
guardian role
the
WRES
survey questions.
Much
morestaff
engagement
with BME staff needs to
take
place toinformation
understandonthis
trendrecruitment
and to
To improve
ROH’s
and
Continue
to run "Inclusion" sessions
for all
staff
consider
improve
selection actions
processimmediately
to staff and to
continue
tothis
deliver
indicator
Inclusion overall
training including avoiding
Ensure
all staff are
aware of the Bullying and
Action
Planned
for bias.
2016:
discrimination
and
Harassment
procedures.
ROH will carry
out an annual equality monitoring
exercise
of its Board
continue
to uphold
Hold an equality
and and
health
event as
part of
rigorous and
recruitment
selection
Equality
Human and
Rights
Week processes

The BME representation on the Board was 0% in
2015 and is still 0% in 2016. This compares to
To better publicise the Annual EDS2 report
localthe
Birmingham
population
of 42.13%,
All provider organisations to whom the NHS Standard Contract applies are required to conduct
NHS Staff Survey.
Those figure
organisations
that do not undertake
the NHSdetails
Staff Survey
are recommended
(incorporating
of equality
monitoringto do so,
and a national NHS benchmark figure of 8%.
or to undertake an equivalent.
information related to recruitment) to staff as part
of the staff newsletter.
Please refer to the WRES Technical Guidance for clarification on the precise means for implementing each indicator.
The CCG operates robust and transparent
recruitment processes which are independently
verified and overseen.

Report on the WRES indicators, continued
6. Are there any other factors or data which should be taken into consideration in assessing progress?
ROH produced its first EDS2 report during 2015. The recommendations and actions from this report are still in their infancy and include an
amalgamation of last years WRES actions and those ongoing from the trusts previous equality reports

7. Organisations should produce a detailed WRES Action Plan, agreed by its Board. Such a Plan would normally
elaborate on the actions summarised in section 5, setting out the next steps with milestones for expected
progress against the WRES indicators. It may also identify the links with other work streams agreed at Board
level, such as EDS2. You are asked to attach the WRES Action Plan or provide a link to it.
Please see attached ROH Workforce Race Equality Standard 2016/17 Action Plan
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